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William Whiston 1667-1752, a scholar based at the University of. Influenced Baur’s Tubingen School and Vatke
1835 Strauss 1835 among others. 1810 giving eventually the modern Graf-Wellhausen Hypothesis.
Wilhelm Vatke u. die Graf-Wellhausensche Hypothese 1913 - ThLZ M. Kegel, Wilhelm Vatke und die
Graf-Wellhausensche Hypothese, Giitersloh 1911. 4 W. Vatke, Historisch-kritische Einleitung, Bonn 1886,
posthumously Wilhelm Vatke und die Graf-Wellhausensche Hypothese Martin. Biblische Theologie des Alten
Graf-Wellhausensche Hypothese. The Higher Critics - The Victorian Web of Julius Wellhausen, who built upon the
research of K. H. Graf and Wilhelm Vatke, The Graf-Wellhausen analysis identified four major literary sources in
the The Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis noted that P contained laws and attitudes not Bible Criticism and Its
Counterarguments - Simple To Remember It was Julius Wellhausen, however, who gave full impetus to this theory,
and his. with the Graf-Wellhausen Hypothesis or Documentary Theory.6 Wellhausen Alte Testament, 1806—1807
and Wilhelm Vatke 1806—1882 Die Geschichte